
As a kid my mother made sure I grew up in a house �lled with love yet
more importantly, �lled with virtuous morals and right principles. She has
always taught me discipline and goodwill are vital to one’s character. As I
grew up, psychology books have always been a great interest of mine ,
guiding me to see the right curation of the reasoning behind one's actions.
I then moved to books of law such as “ My Own Words” by Ruth Bader
Ginsburg .  The more I read the farther I became from making an
impaired judgment. The monumental meaning these books carried gave
me more delight than anything in the world but law could do.  I then
realized , attaining a law degree was only right. My constant devotion
towards legislation turned me into an embodiment of social conscience.
Studying law will help me gain a deeper understanding of the rules of
conduct that constitute our society.

I understand that when resolving a case, appealing to both logic and
cognition in equal proportion is vital. For that reason, I attended an
investments and acquisitions course held by American University of
Cairo. The course taught me how to use analytics to ensure a strategy is
prosperous , and the importance of communication between client and
consultant. This course supported my practice of interpreting the right
claims, and delivering an argument that will display a client fairly.

Throughout highschool I enrolled in a signi�cant number of Model
United Nations conferences. Whereas I learned how to read through hefty
loads of research and perceive only crucial information that supports the
issue I'm representing. MUN’s opened my eyes to the prominence of
�ghting dearly for a cause of injustice whether it was racial
i justice or  a refugee crisis, etc. I wish to delve deeper in the world of legal
matters to ensure an environment rich of hope for future generations.



Di�erent types of activities have played a signi�cant role in my
development since they’ve enhanced my learning process in many arenas.
I’ve volunteered in assisting an organization to plan events for bright
children who are characterized with autism. I �nd giving back to my
community essential. Nonetheless, I successfully completed 100 hours ,
tutoring children who are in need of so with their school work. These
contributions taught me the importance of representing a concern for
justice and peace irrespective of gender ,race or religion.

I vow to exceed immense e�ort to build myself to reach a con�guration of
intellect that allows me to excel in the �eld of law regardless of any
obstacle. I strongly believe that your institution will provide me with a
resourceful environment that will support my studies. I hold a great
capacity to face this life in its terrible glory and open my arms for people in
need of my legal support despite what they endured. Indeed, I will
continue to make sure no voices fall overheard , establishing a better
society with the gift your institution will bestow upon me.


